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CORE   

On the back, make up a name for a dinosaur, then write three sentences about it. 
Circle each verb used in your sentences.

stomps clouds

orangechomps
jumps

pears

sleeps

Dinosaur Verb TreeDinosaur Verb Tree
Color ONLY the verbs in the tree. Use the verbs to complete the sentences below.

tumbles

apples

growls

trees laughs

banana

Use the remaining three verbs to write your own complete sentences below.

1. The baby dinosaur ______________ inside the cave.

2. A very tall brontosaurus ________________ loudly .

3. In the jungle a triceratops softly _______________.

4. A stegosaurus _____________ below the mountain.

1._____________________________________________.

2. ____________________________________________.

3. ____________________________________________.

L.1.1.C



Teacher Notes: 
Verbs 2 (Grade 1)

ONLINE ACTIVITY ESL VOCABULARY

Verb Dinosaur
Grammar Buddies

action chomp dinosaur
fly run swim

LEAD-IN ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONS

1.  Tell students you will be playing “Simon Says” today. Display chart paper and brainstorm creating a
list of action words to use in the game (save chart for students for future reference). Play “Simon Says.” 
Review definition of “verb” and repeat together. (A verb is an action word. It’s the things you do.)
Direct attention to the online activity Verb Dinosaur and continue to play. Direct attention to
Grammar Buddies - Verbs for additional practice.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONS

1.  Partner students and allow time for them to gather one or two of their favorite books for an activity.
Inform students they will be going on a verb scavenger hunt with their partner. List as many verbs
as they can find during the alloted time. Share list with class. Direct to online activities for practice
and review.

ADDITIONAL NOTES

1.  Virtual: Tell students you will be playing “Simon Says” today. Display chart paper and brainstorm creating
a list of action words to use in the game (save chart for students for future reference). Play “Simon Says.” 
Review definition of “verb” and repeat together. (A verb is an action word. It’s the things you do.) Direct
attention to the online activity Verb Dinosaur and continue to play. Direct attention to
Grammar Buddies - Verbs for additional practice.

2.  ESL and Special Education: Use the Verb Dinosaur activity to introduce vocabulary. Repeat beginning
of activity and have students verbally repeat definitions and words with you. Pause as needed.
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https://www.starfall.com/h/ela/grammar-buddies/?sn=ela1
https://www.starfall.com/h/ela/dino-verb/?sn=ela1
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On the back, make up a name for a dinosaur, then write three sentences about it. 
Circle each verb used in your sentences.

clouds

orangechomps
jumps

pears

sleeps

Dinosaur Verb TreeDinosaur Verb Tree
Color ONLY the verbs in the tree. Use the verbs to complete the sentences below.

tumbles

apples

growls

trees laughs

banana

Use the remaining three verbs to write your own complete sentences below.

1. The baby dinosaur ______________ inside the cave.

2. A very tall brontosaurus ________________ loudly .

3. In the jungle a triceratops softly _______________.

4. A stegosaurus _____________ below the mountain.

1._____________________________________________.

2. ____________________________________________.

3. ____________________________________________.

L.1.1.C

stomps

Answers will vary

Answers will vary

ANSWER KEY

ANSWER KEY
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